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Violater.com is the eBay for property, says Sydney lawyer who
founded it
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Violater.com founder Khai Kwan with friend and advisor Hock Ooi. Ryan Stuart

Violater.com is the latest "proptech" business trying to disrupt

the real estate industry in Australia, this time not only by

weeding out the real estate agent but everyone else between the

vendor and the buyer.

Calling itself the "eBay" of residential property, Violater.com

allows buyers and sellers to bid online for a property and once a

bid has been agreed upon, the sale completes via the paperless national electronic

conveyancing initiative PEXA.

Violater makes money through a $1000 fee for conveyancing advice provided by its

founder, Sydney lawyer Khai Kwan.

"The app is a tongue in cheek attack at the real estate agents who make $20,000 for

selling a property," Mr Kwan said.

"To try and violate their business."

Like the London-listed Purplebricks and ASX-listed BuyMyPlace, Violater thinks

agents had been paid too much of a premium to sell property.

by SuLin Tan
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"The first thing people think about selling a home is getting an agent, but you can

probably earn a bit more without one," Mr Kwan said.

"The market knows the price paid for an agent is a bit high."

But unlike these websites, which still require sellers pay for advertising and an

auctioneer, Violater charges for conveyancing only.

The website allows home sellers to upload properties online with pictures and a

reserve price. Buyers bid for the properties, and once the reserve price is achieved, a

binding contract is struck between the seller and buyer just like a real-life auction.

The buyer has 48 hours to pay a 10 per cent deposit for the home, deposited into a

Law Society-governed trust account, managed by Mr Kwan.

If a deposit is not made, the property goes back on the website.

Every vendor and buyer is also required to verify their identities through Australia

Post.

Once a sale is secured, the two parties navigate their own way through the sale

process including exchange of keys and property inspections. Even real estate agents

can use the site for the sellers they represent, Mr Kwan said.

The website defeats "underquoting", which is when an agent or seller advertises a

much lower price to encourage more buyers to look at a property.

"You can't run away," Mr Kwan said. "Even if you use the website to test the market,

you should put a reserve that is quite high otherwise you would have just sold your

house!"

But some lawyers including PEXA experts Colin Biggers & Paisley question

Violater.com's compliance to the NSW Property Stock and Business Agents Act,

asking: "Who holds the auctioneer's licence?"

Mr Kwan said: "This is where Violater.com can assist by its online auction system.

There is no requirement in law for you to hire an auctioneer to sell your own

property just like in private treating sale, an auction is merely a method of selling

like negotiation."

Unlike eBay, it may not have peer review system, due to the non-repetitive nature of

the transactions, and is also limited to only "investor-type" products like apartments.

"I don't think someone looking for a $40 million house will be using the site," Mr

Kwan said.

An unconventional start-up entrepreneur, 52-year-old Mr Kwan first thought of the

idea when brainstorming with friends at Sydney start-up Fishburners.

The Perth-trained lawyer is a one man show and even codes most of the website on

his own.
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